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Analyzing the 2008 Recession 

For my project I analyzed the 2008 economy using the Leontief economic model. 

The leontief economic model works by dividing a nation’s economy into many different 

sectors. Each sector has an amount of x goods produced, and also an amount of y 

good required to produce that x good. The matrices used to produce the consumption 

matrix and the total output vector were given in the forms of the Use Matrix data, and 

the total industry output vector. Dividing the consumption matrix by the total industry 

output vector yields the consumption matrix. Adding up each entry across a row in the 

consumption matrix will get a total amount produced across all of these sectors. With 

the consumption matrix, an identity matrix of equal size, and the total output across all 

sectors, it can be determined whether this economy is efficient or not.  

I am considering true efficiency to be that the difference between final demand 

and the amount produced are equal to 0. Every unit being produced is also being 

consumed. Any number below or above 0 implies inefficiency. In the case that a number 

is greater than 0 it means that there was a shortage of goods, and in the case that the 

number was less than 0 there was a surplus of goods, both indicating inefficiency.  

The process used was as follows: 

1. Divide the Use Matrix data by the total vector output data, yielding the 

consumption matrix. 

2. Adding up each entry across a row in the consumption matrix will yield a (total 

output per unit) vector. 



3. Multiplying this (total output per unit) vector by the difference between the Identity 

and Consumption matrix will yield a total amount demanded.  

4. The difference between this total amount demanded and a total amount supplied 

will be what determines efficiency.  

The results from doing the steps above are shown below.  

As is shown, there are barely any 0’s in these two charts. Every number that’s 

not a 0 is a positive number, meaning there was a shortage of goods across the nation. 

There are several numbers very closer to 0, but close to 0 does not equal 0.  

There could have been possible errors made within this project, for example a 

misunderstanding of the Leontief model is possible, considering that the leontief model 

is a simple model to apply, but difficult to understand. There is also a possible argument 

against how efficiency was defined. Some people might think that either a shortage of 

goods is efficiency on the part of the consumers, and a surplus is efficiency on the part 

of the producers. Overall I was looking at the efficiency of the economy, and I consider 

a perfect trade between producers and consumers to be efficient.  

In conclusion the 2008 economy was not efficient, only a couple sectors were 

perfectly efficient and that might’ve been because nobody was producing or consuming 

anything. This makes sense because we were in the largest recession since the great 

depression during 2008.  



Each of these numbers is the difference 

between amount of goods produced and amount of goods consumed in each sector.  
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